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Brief History
What brought us to the first CAP conference
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Earnest Lawrence Edwin McMillan
Courant, Snyder, 
Livingston, Blewitt



1950’s
Digital computation Theory
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Jackson Laslett.  Observed chaos in calculations using the 
ILLIAC computer in 1950s Kolmogorov’s paper published in 1954
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Fermi-Pasta-Ulam problem was first 
studied at LANL in 1955 on MANIAC I 

•  Mary Tsingou Menzel was the programmer 
•  Eventually became a member of the Accelerator 

Technology Division 

The Fermi-Pasta-Ulam (FPU) problem,1 first written up
in a Los Alamos report in May 1955, marked the beginning
of both a new field, nonlinear physics, and the age of com-
puter simulations of scientific problems. The idea was to sim-
ulate the one-dimensional analogue of atoms in a crystal: a
long chain of masses linked by springs that obey Hooke’s law
(a linear interaction), but with a weak nonlinear term. A
purely linear interaction would ensure that energy intro-
duced into a single Fourier vibrational mode always remains
in that mode; the nonlinear term allows the transfer of energy
between modes. Under certain conditions, the weakly non-
linear system exhibits surprising behavior: The energy does

not drift toward the equipartition predicted by statistical
physics but periodically returns to the original mode. That
highly remarkable result, known as the FPU paradox, shows
that nonlinearity is not enough to guarantee the equipartition
of energy.

In the 1960s, pursuing the solution of the FPU paradox,
Norman Zabusky and Martin Kruskal looked at the problem
in real space rather than in Fourier space.2 They were able to
explain the periodic behavior in terms of the dynamics of lo-
calized excitations now known as solitons. Those localized,
or solitary, waves with the properties of particles (hence the
suffix “-on”) have many physical applications and are today

© 2008 American Institute of Physics, S-0031-9228-0801-030-2 January 2008    Physics Today 55

Fermi, Pasta, 
Ulam, and a 
mysterious lady
Thierry Dauxois

Thierry Dauxois (thierry.dauxois@ens-lyon.fr) is a CNRS research director at École Normale Supérieure in Lyon, France. 

The computations for the first-ever numerical experiment were performed by a young woman named
Mary Tsingou. After decades of omission, it is time to recognize her contribution.

Figure 1. Mary Tsingou in 1955 (left) and in 2007 (right).
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From "Fermi, Pasta, Ulam, and a mysterious lady," by 
Thierry Dauxois, Physics Today, January 2008. 



1958: CERN’s first electronic computer
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“About the time of the emergence of the bubble chamber 
technique, and under the influence of Dr. Lew Kowarski's
keen awareness of the future need for adequate data-
handling facilities when CERN's experimental physics 
programme would begin, CERN's first electronic computer 
began operation in the Autumn of 1958.”
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Sept 1967, CERN Courier: “… devoted to the electronic 
computer and its use at CERN”

The designers of the early computers assumed that programming would be 
done by small groups of specialists, probably mathematicians, and that it 
would be undesirable to make the task too easy. For example, von 
Neumann and Goldstine, who in 1946 proposed what is essentially the 
modern computer, argued against built-in floating-point arithmetic: “The 
floating binary point represents an effort to render a thorough mathematical 
understanding of at least part of the problem unnecessary, and we feel that 
this is a step in a doubtful direction.” 
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€ 

ζ f = Mζ i + Tζ iζ i +∑∑∑ Uζ iζ iζ i +∑∑∑ ...

ζ = (x, px, y, py, t, pt)

Karl Brown, TRANSPORT (1960’s)
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€ 

ζ f = Mζ i + Tζ iζ i +∑∑∑ Uζ iζ iζ i +∑∑∑ ...

  

€ 

M = e: f2 :e: f3 :e: f4 :...

  

€ 

ζ f = Mζ i = e: f2 :(1+ : f3 :+
1
2
: f3 :

2 ...)(1+ : f4 :+...)ζ
i

1976: Dragt-Finn 
factored product 
of Lie 
transformations

M = JSM
f3 = −H3

int

f4 = −H4
int −

1
2
[ f3,H3

int ]

...

Lie Methods for Nonlinear Dynamics
with Applications to Accelerator Physics

Alex J. Dragt

University of Maryland, College Park

http://www.physics.umd.edu/dsat/
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CERN Courier, March 1972: Special Issue on Computers
Opening article by Lew Kowarski: “Computers: Why?”
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We are only beginning to discover and explore the new ways of acquiring 
scientific knowledge which have been opened by the advent of computers…

Modes of application:
(1) Numerical mathematics, (2) Data processing, (3) Symbolic calculations, 
(4) Computer graphics, (5) Simulation, (6) File management and retrieval,
(7) Pattern recognition, (8) Process control



1976: Halbach & Holsinger -- SUPERFISH
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1982, Keil, “Computer Programs in Accelerator Physics”
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1987, LAACG, First Edition of LAACG Compendium of 
“Computer Programs used in Particle Accelerator Design”
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1983: Equations of motion for the matrix and Lie 
polynomials in the Dragt-Finn facorization

€ 

d
dt
M = JSM

d
dt
f3 = −H3

int

d
dt
f4 = −H4

int −
1
2
[ f3,H3

int ]

...
A. J. Dragt and E. Forest, "Computation of nonlinear behavior of Hamiltonian 
systems using Lie algebraic methods," J.Math.Phys. 24 (1983) 2734-2744

Numerically integrate these 
equations to compute 
transfer maps for beams 
with realistic fringe fields

The equations involve 
generalized gradients that 
can be computed using 
surface methods (papers of 
Dragt, Mitchell, Venturini, 
Abell, Walstrom,...)



1987: Berz, Differential Algebra

• The method of power series tracking for the mathematical description 
of beam dynamics (1987)

• Differential algebraic description of beam dynamics to very high 
orders (1988)
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Sympectic Integration

• Ruth (1983), Forest & Ruth (1989), Yoshida (1990), 
Forest/Bengtsson/Reusch (1991),…
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Normal Form Techniques
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First Conference in ICAP series: 1988
Kona Kai Beach and Tennis Resort, San Diego, California



Some excerpts from the CAP 1988 Proceedings

• “The problem shown required 22 seconds 
on the IBM 3080 and 23 minutes on a 
machine with 8 MHz clock…  The PC had 
the Intel 80287 Math co-processor and 
1.1 Mbyte storage…”

• “This code, under the tentative name 
COSY INFINITY, will work to arbitrary 
order…”

• “…the beam transport designer’s world is 
richer and probably evolving faster than at 
any time since Karl Brown first put finger 
to keypunch”
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1990’s

• 1990: Conference on Computer 
Codes in the Accelerator Community 
(Santa Fe, NM)

• 1993: Computational Accelerator 
Physics Conference (Pleasanton, CA)

• 1996: Computational Accelerator 
Physics Conference (Williamsburg, 
VA)

• 1997: DOE Grand Challenge in 
Comp. Acc. Physics

• 1997: First teraflop computer

• 1998: ICAP’98 (Monterey)
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WAKEFIELD CALCULATIONS ON PARALLEL COMPUTERS

Paul Schoessow*
High Energy Physics Division
Argonne National Laboratory

Abstract: The use of parallelism in the solution of wakefieid
problems is illustrated for two different computer architectures
(SIMD and MIMD). Results are given for finite difference codes
which have been implemented on a Connection Machine and an Alliant
FX/8 and which are used to compute wakefields in dielectric loaded
structures. Benchmarks on code performance are presented for both
cases.

Introduction

Presented here are two case studies in parallel processing of interest to
the accelerator physics community. The first of these involves a new code
(ARCHON) specifically designed for a high performance SIMD (Single Instruction
Multiple Data) architecture, the Connection Machine. For the second case an
existing Fortran code (ARRAKIS) is ported to and parallelized on a MIMD
(Multiple Instruction Multiple Data) machine, the Alliant FX/8.

+Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Division of High Energy
Physics, under contract # W-31-1O9-ENG-38.

Talk presented at the Workshop on Accelerator Computer Codes, Los Alamos
National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM (January 22-25, 1990).
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IMPACT (Integrated Map and Particle Accelerator Tracking
code) used Split-operator approach to combining high-order

optics with parallel PIC

• Note that the rapidly varying s-dependence of external fields is
decoupled from slowly varying space charge fields

• Leads to extremely efficient particle advance:

—Do not take tiny steps to push ~100M particles

—Do take tiny steps to compute maps; then push particles w/ maps

Split-Operator Methods

M=Mext M=Msc

H=Hext+Hsc

M(t)= Mext(t/2) Msc(t) Mext(t/2) + O(t3)

Magnetic

Optics

Parallel

Multi-Particle

Simulation

R. Ryne, LBNL
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2000’s: Terascale Era
• ICAP 2000 (Darmstadt)
• 2001: 1D CSR (Borland)
• ICAP 2002 (East Lansing)
• 2002: SciDAC
• ICAP 2004 (St. Petersburg)
• 2004: First million particle strong-strong beam-beam (Qiang)
• ICAP 2006 (Chamonix)
• 2008: First billion particle linac simulations (Qiang et al)
• 2008: First petaflop computer
• ICAP 2009 (San Francisco)
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2010’s: Petascale Era
• Design optimization
• ICAP 2012 (Rostock-Warnemünde)
• ICAP 2015 (Shanghai)
• Themes:

–Big Data
– Increased heterogeneity (MPI+X, GPUs,…)
–Machine Learning

• ICAP 2018 (Key West)
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Present Day, Moving Forward: On to Exascale

• 3D Lienard-Wiechert modeling
• Exascale modeling of advanced 

particle accelerators
• Cosmology
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Lienard-Wiechert Particle-Mesh (LWPM) Method
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ρ(x ')

G(x − x ')dx '∫ ⇒ ρ j∑ Gi− j

• FFTs to perform the discrete convolution
– turns O(N2) problem into O(N log N)
– This is a mathematical trick (not a spectral algorithm)

• Widely used space-charge technique:



Choice of Green function
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Erratum: Three-dimensional quasistatic model for high brightness beam dynamics simulation
[Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 9, 044204 (2006)]

Ji Qiang, Steve Lidia, Robert D. Ryne, and Cecile Limborg-Deprey
(Received 30 November 2007; published 12 December 2007)

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevSTAB.10.129901 PACS numbers: 29.27.Bd, 99.10.Cd

There is a typographical error in Eq. (16) of Ref. [1]. The correct formula is
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Here, the terms that will not contribute to the electric potential are not included. A simpler form of the integral from a new
version of MATHEMATICA [2] is
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FIG. 1. (Color) Transverse normalized rms emittance as a function of distance using a one slice, a two slice, a four slice, and an eight
slice model of the beam.
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There was also an error in our code that affected the multislice simulation results of the Linac Coherent Light Source
(LCLS). The LCLS example was rerun using one, two, four, and eight slices. Figure 1 shows the normalized transverse rms
emittances as a function of distance using a different number of slices. It appears that, in this example, the effect of energy
spread is small and a single slice is sufficient. The final emittance at the end of 5.0 m is about 1.1 mm mrad. In some other
applications, such as a high acceleration gradient DC gun proposed at PSI, it is found that a multiple slice model is needed
in order to accurately calculate the space-charge forces in the rest frame [3].

The emittance growth at the end of the injector as a function of initial normalized misalignment of the beam was also
rerun using the new version of the code. The updated results are shown in Fig. 2. The final emittance growth is smaller than
the previous calculation. However, it still suggests that the initial misalignment of the beam should be controlled within 0.2
to 0:3! in order to keep the average emittance growth below the 10% level.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

We would like to thank Dr. L. M. Young for pointing out the typo in Eq. (16) and a simpler form from the new version of
MATHEMATICA. This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC02-05CH11231.

[1] J. Qiang, S. Lidia, R. D. Ryne, and C. Limborg-Deprey, Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 9, 044204 (2006).
[2] http://www.wolfram.com/.
[3] A. Adelmann et al., in Proceedings of PAC07 Conference, Albuquerque, 2007, p. 785.
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FIG. 2. (Color) Emittance growth at the end of the injector as a function of initial misalignment of the beam.
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Ordinary Green function

Integrated 
Green function

Lienard-Wiechert Green function



Parallel FFTs
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Sample performance results

CPU time for single 3d FFT (non-convolution)

Tune() method for pencil/brick and point/all2all options

Using 32 MPI/node on Haswell, 64 MPI/node on KNL

For fixed MPI count: using fewer MPI/node can be faster

KNL performance is noisy!
Courtesy Steve Plimpton



A sample of LW3D results
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3D convolution vs LW sum: Steady-state dipole radiation 3D convolution vs LW sum: Undulator radiation

R. Ryne et al., “Large Scale Simulation of Synchrotron Radiation using a Lienard-Wiechert Approach,” Proc IPAC 2012
R. Ryne et al., “Using a Lienard-Wiechert Solver to Study Coherent Synchrotron Radiation Effects,” Proc FEL 2013
B. Garcia, T. Raubenheimer, and R. Ryne, “Stochastic Effects from Classical 3D Synchrotron Radiation,” Proc FEL 2017
R. Ryne et al., “Self-Consistent Modeling using a Lienard-Wiechert Particle-Mesh Method,” Proc PAC 2018



DOE Exascale Computing Project
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For details on Plasma accelerator ECP see the talk by R. Lehi 
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Plan for Exascale project WarpX
From initial code coupling to ensemble of 10 GeV-scale stages

Modeling chain of 100 multi-GeV-scale plasma accelerator stages 2022

Initial coupling of AMReX and Warp/PICSAR2016 Mi. FY17Q1

Modeling chain of 10 multi-GeV-scale plasma accelerator stages 2020 Mi. FYQ4

Modeling a single multi-GeV-scale plasma accelerator stage2018 Mi. FY18Q4
Open source 

release 
to community.

Modeling chain of 30 multi-GeV-scale plasma accelerator stages 2021 A21 ANL–
1  ExaFlops

Modeling ensemble of chain of 100 multi-GeV-scale plasma accelerator stages 2023 ORNL
1.5-3 ExaFlop

system

Collider designs2030-

Modeling of single plasma accelerator stage with static mesh refinement 2017 Mi. FY17Q4

Modeling chain of 3 multi-GeV-scale plasma accelerator stages2019Mi. FY19Q4
Port to GPUs.

Was originally aiming 
to complete on Aurora. 
Now aiming Summit.
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to complete on Aurora. 
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Courtesy J.-L. Vay



ExaSky project (Computational Cosmology, Habib et al.)
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• Philosophy: Smooth physics (large scale) — 

grids (architecture invariant); small-scale 
“rough” physics — particles (architecture-
tuned) 

• Gravity — Hybrid Grid/Particle: 6-th order 
spectral Poisson solver; 4-th order super-
Lanczos spectral derivatives;  short-range 
forces via spectral filters (high-accuracy 
polynomial fits), custom parallel 3D FFT  

• Gasdynamics — CRK-SPH: Higher-order 
SPH scheme solves known SPH issues in 
dealing with mixing, tracking instabilities, etc. 

• Flexible Chaining Mesh and Local Trees: 
Data structures optimize local force solvers 
(tree/fast multipole/P3M); neighbor list 
computation 

• Adaptive (Symplectic) Time-Stepping: 2nd-
order split-operator method; sub-cycling based 
on the RCB tree depth; implicit solver for 
subgrid models 

HACC: Algorithmic Features I
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HACC on Sequoia (2012): 13.94 PFlops, 69.2% 
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Habib et al. 2012
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Conclusion

• What projects will we apply these advanced computing tools to?
– Advanced accelerator concepts for stages 
– Advanced accelerator concepts for multi-stage systems – colliders
– Advanced schemes for future light sources
– Novel concepts like IOTA
– …
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To conclude, let’s look back (almost 50 years) to the 
International Conference on High Energy Accelerators (1971)
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“…something new entered the picture – in

this period from the thirties to the fifties, a

new type of physicist appeared. No longer do

we have only the experimental physicists and

the theoretical physicists, but we have a new

group which, for lack of a better word, I shall

call the machine physicists.”

Weisskopf:
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Kowarsky:

“I would like to comment on your three kinds of

physicists in a perspective somewhat more

extended in time...”
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“Early experimentalists worked with

their hands: Galileo’s legendary

tossing of stones from the Tower of

Pisa, or the alchemists mixing by

hand the ingredients in their mixing

bowls. In a similar way the

theoreticians manipulated their

numerical quantities and symbols by

their unaided brain-power. Then

came the machines to extend the

experimenter’s manual skill and to

open whole new worlds of things to

be handled in ways nobody could

predict or even imagine before they

really got going.”

Kowarsky, cont:
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“Now we are at the beginning of a new kind of

extension by machine: the computer comes to

supplement the theoretician’s brain. We cannot

foresee what this fourth kind of creativity in physics

will bring, but we may expect that, just as Ernest

Lawrence’s contribution was decisive to the

development of nuclear machines, the name of John

von Neumann will be remembered in connection

with the origins of computational physics.”

Kowarsky, cont:
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These remarks were made in 1971, when we had:

CDC 7600: From ~1969 - 1975, generally regarded as fastest

computer in the world.    Performance ~ 10 Mflops



By the time of ICAP 2021 we will be on the doorstep of the 
Exascale era

0.1 Trillion times the performance of the CDC 7600 !!

1 Billion times the performance of the Cray YMP at the time of the 
first CAP conference in 1988!
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What breakthroughs will this “4th kind 
of creativity in physics” bring?



END OF PRESENTATION
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